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The past few weeks have been a time of transition: fitting into a
new board, adjusting to a new school, gearing towards college
applications. Similarly, along with the student body, Perspectives
too has been transitioning as its reins were passed on to a new
team. We hope to bring forth a stream of new ideas and creativity
(new layout!), while retaining the newsletter’s satirical voice. We are
grateful to the former team for their efforts and guidance on our
first edition. The readers drive Perspectives, so we urge you to send
in as many submissions as possible. We would like to mark the
culmination of this transition period with a touch of humour and
creativity. Thus, we present to you the very first issue of
Perspectives for the academic year 2019-2020.
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The long-standing annual tradition of the Grade 11 vs Grade 12 Football match
was particularly feisty this year. One serenade by Cawas Sir and too many
renditions of Queen later, the boys of Grade 11 stood grimly in the blazing sun,
metaphorical war paint smeared across their faces. Tryouts had taken place,
where egos were bruised and friendships were strained, until they chose the final
11. They were ready.  
 
“We weren’t ready,” confessed a disgruntled Indarjeet Singh as he picked the dust
off his trousers.
 
A Grade 12 student was asked to comment, to which he asked me to sing the
school song. When asked to clarify, he blinked a little and apologised (he was
practising for council interviews). From that interaction, one can infer that they
were indeed ready as seen by their stunning 4-1 win. 
 
When asked about his feelings towards the goals, the eleventh graders’
goalkeeper Dev Kapashi simply sighed as he cryptically intoned, “They were
sturdy, made of metal.” And his thoughts during the match? “I felt on top of the
world, like Anil Kapoor in Dil Dhadakne Do. Quote me on that.”
 
 

SATIRE
The annual Grade 11 vs Grade 12

Football match!

We Were Ready...I Guess?

- Khushi Vora



One of the highlights (or lowest points—depends on whose side you’re on) of
the match was the spectacular own goal by a Grade 11 student.
 
"So the first half was pretty bad because we hadn’t practised much, but we
were still confident in our abilities as a team, until someone ELSE—as in, not
me—scored an own-goal-”
“Who was this?”
“Uh, a friend! Doesn’t matter! Why do you care? Honestly, I think it wasn’t just
the own-goal that contributed to our loss, okay? Many other factors should
be taken into consideration!”
 
The anonymous source then scurried away and refused to give further
comment on the matter.
 
When Aryamaan Dholakia, beloved Head Boy and goalkeeper for Grade 12,
was asked for his take on the match, his diplomacy overruled any gloating or
chance for some drama to be stirred up, so of course, his statement had to
be cut. When pressed (read:begged) for some more, he simply said, “It was a
very casual match.”
 
But was it indeed as ‘casual’ as he claimed? Or were there ulterior motives,
tensions, and rivalries hidden beneath that mask of tranquillity? To find out,
we did some digging. Some other players of the losing team were spotted on
the fourth floor during break.
 
Do you want revenge?
“What? No.” 
But do you WANT revenge?
“You just asked me that. No…?”
 
Just as we suspected: definitely some conflict there.



The Future of Humanity and
Resources: Asteroid Mining

Welcome to the 4 comma club (Sorry Russ Hanneman): Asteroid
Mining
 
Neil deGrasse Tyson, one of the worlds most prominent
astrophysicists, and others have claimed that the world’s first
trillionaire will make his or her fortune in mining space
minerals. According to NASA, the minerals that lie in the belt of
asteroids between Mars and Jupiter hold wealth equivalent to a
staggering $100 billion for every person on Earth.
 
There are quite a few companies across the world actively
engaged in developing asteroid mining technology in a wide
variety of ways. Two of the most eminent companies are
Planetary Resources and Bradford Space, Inc. Companies like
these are establishing a new paradigm for resource discovery
and utilization that will bring the solar system into humanity’s
sphere of influence and accelerate humanity’s exploration and
development of deep space.
 
Asteroids are rich stores of natural resources. Average sized
asteroids can roughly contain up to 90 trillion tonnes of
platinum, gold and other precious metals, and about 2 trillion
tonnes of water (Earth has 70000 tonnes of platinum reserve
and 2 * 10^6 trillion tonnes of water). Both companies are
looking specifically at near-Earth asteroids in the near-term,
which are the easiest ones to get to. So far, roughly 15,000 such
objects have been discovered, and their orbits all come in close
proximity to Earth. The Planetary Resources department has
identified eight of these as potential targets and has listed them
publicly, while Deep Space Industries has claimed to have “half a
dozen very, very attractive targets”.
 
The precious metals, being scarce on Earth, provide huge
economic benefit if mined and used. Mining these resources
does not only give us precious metals to use on Earth but also
aids us in getting important metals and other materials for
construction in space, for example: building a Mars or Moon
base. This saves cost as we wouldn’t have to send materials
straight from the Earth’s surface and waste fuel.
 
Water is the other most important thing. Apart from being used
to sustain life in outer space, water can be used as rocket fuel.
Therefore, these asteroids can act as fuelling stations in outer
space. These outer space stations can pave a pathway to future
interplanetary and deep space travel as we wouldn’t need to
store fuel.

- Dirgh Shah

source: https://www.dirgh.in/the-future-of-humanity-and-
resources-asteroid-mining/



Spoof
Advice

Sodexo ran out of vadas yesterday. Luckily, I am spry and quick-
witted. I extracted my emergency Maggi pack and cooked it over
a Bunsen burner in the Chem lab. The science department then
called my parents to complain. However, I think these activities
fit the behaviour expected from an IB student, as I am a ‘risk-
taker’ and ‘open-minded’. What do I do? 
 
Download the Powerpoint presentation that was watched and
analysed no less than 6 times by the students, teachers, and parents
during the orientation week. Emphasize the mindmap on slide 4. If all
else fails, start crying during the meeting and go on a long lecture
about school pressure until you are forcefully removed from the
school premises.

I’ve heard rumours that Student Council Interviews require a
rendition of the school song. Where can I find a music tutor?
 
The DAIS Student Council has a highly competitive application pool. A
rendition of the school song requires perfect pitch, ALL the vocals
(including the backing), as well as a non-omission of the spoken chant
at the end. There is a reason it is played every single morning. Other
than to remind you of your lateness, it is to hone your musical ability.
Don’t panic, all isn’t lost; if your melodious faculties are subpar, do find
yourself a dance teacher. Dazzle your evaluators by moonwalking
during the ‘Surprise Me’ segment of your interview.
 

-Inika Murkumbi



Spoof
Advice 

I’m an eleventh grader. Most of my friends have taken Physics,
Chemistry, and Math HL. While I am happy about the fact that
they probably have a 0% chance of disappointing their parents, I
think PCM has changed them. Everytime I try to start a
conversation with one of them, they just greet me with ‘Have you
taken Math HL? AI doesn’t count.” Other times, I can see them
huddled in the corner of the Chem lab, eyes glazed over as they
memorise the precise mass numbers of each element. Please
help. I hope it’s not too late; I don’t want them to get lost in their
overinflated egos forever. 
 
You sound like a loving friend. We are confident you can rescue your
companions from the dark side. Start small – hide Orwell and 'Songs
of Ourselves' under their pillow. If those cause too many nightmares,
consider Shakespeare to be a suitable replacement. Much like light
rays, dispersion is key. They are strong as a group, but it will be much
easier to convert them when they are defenseless, unhidden by their
Sixth Edition Tsokos. Gather a gang to yell ‘Chemistry has no real
world purpose!’ at various points on the fifth floor. As the STEM-
oriented frantically fan out to locate the source, lie in wait. Pick them
off one by one by convincing them that Economics is a real (social)
science. If all else fails, get them to join Perspectives. None of us are
doing anything productive or employable anyway.



CREATIVES!
"anger"

all I see is black and white
all I see is wrong and right
all I see is ignorance at its height
don't we have the power to fight?
 
leaving no one alive
letting no one lead a"life"
is that what we are now
is this really all right?
 
they say weird, "basically straight"
they say "you're confused, don't worry it's just a phase"
they say "these are the norms, ain't no other way"
we say "you're killing a life, is that really okay?"
 
imagine being mocked for how you speak
imagine a world where people jeer at you for not being able to complete a
word
a sentence, stuck in your throat
that consonant that doesn't want to come out
that sound that doesn't want to be made
imagine how frustrating that is
now imagine fingers pointing at you
and laughter aimed at you
because your mouth can't function
 
we also say "it's my body, so let it be my own rules"
we also say "it's my lifestyle, let me live,
do you really think that we're the fools"?
we don't care about race, gender, caste, creed, or anything in between
all that matters is that if you're a good human being.
 
"we" are united
"we" are the same
"we" are humans
"we" are the future
"we" are everything
now tell me, you decide
which "we" do you think is wrong
and which, right?
  

-Avi Agarwal 11

Art by Adya Rohira



The Surrealistic heart

When present before your eyes
A masterpiece like a flash of prismatic light-
An archaic painting whose depth still illuminates lies,
An abstract illustration of an artist’s sight.
Then such an exquisite play of colours is not irrationalism,
For such creativity is known as a portrayal of surrealism.
 
The chasm between reality and imagination
Can only be bridged by the might of the pen.
Seldom will be found a mind that can write with such inspiration,
That to common folk may seem gibberish again.
But such an exquisite play of words is not a result of irrationalism,
For such creativity is known as a portrayal of surrealism.
 
But when a heart falls in blazing love,
In today’s words with an ‘unworthy soul’,
Why is it suppressed into the alcove?
The imaginative yet ‘unholy love’ is not a role.
Why is such a seraphic bond treated with bigotries like racism?
For loving is the celestial art called surrealism.
 -Samiksh Jain 10A

Photography by Aarushi and Devavardhan



forever and always
a part of me will forever be yours your memories like a stain 
on my heart 
that even time cannot fade
 
i will love again i said to myself
as i tore back the last petal
of the wizened rose 
you gave me 
but little did i know 
even though the romance of the rose would die out
the thorn would forever be lodged
in my skin
 
i sit here numb
and thronged with avalanches of thoughts
and evocations of the butterflies you caused
the days where i was blinded by the beautiful tragedy
not knowing then what i know now
 
butterflies don’t feel pain
they can live forever with their clipped wings
but they cannot fly

 - Ananya Goenka 11

Nostalgia sits opposite me
Only fragments of lingering conversation away
She feeds me broken bits of memories
And loosely knitted, unfolding pictures
Of people and places and things I once loved
Spooning them into my mouth like freshly ground spices
Waiting to see how I react to the burn
 
Nostalgia promises to stay forever
But I don’t want to spend my life chasing ghosts
Somehow, they’re all that line the walls of my mind
I see her wherever I look
Distorted flashes of the once-vivid past
I wonder if I can colour it in
Feed it with life
Like she feeds me with pain
 
Nostalgia tells me to breathe it all in
Because they’ll all be gone before I know it
I want to tell her that they never go away
I want to tell her I want them to so desperately
But her cold hands push down on my chest
My voice gets stuck in my throat
And my thoughts get stuck in my head
 
Like her, they promise never to leave me
 

Nostalgia

- Ananya Mukherji 10A

Art by Lara Agarwal

 



HIDEOUS
I stared into the mirror. ‘Hideous’. I saw the tears that had welled up in my eyes and looked at
them with a piteous expression. “You’re weak,” they said as my body grew disoriented and a
veil of nausea cloaked me. My head spinning, my eyes out of control, and my hands
quivering. A spider in my throat balancing precariously, my fists clenching and nails digging
into my palms…they, they were drawing blood. ‘Ouch.’ Light-headedness. I felt a slow, cold
drop trickle down my forehead, my neck, and my back. A cool trace left behind. “I’m hungry,” I
admitted to myself. ‘No,’ my stomach cramped, my chest started pounding and shooting, 
 pains threatened my limbs as if punishing me… for having such a thought. 
 
Blurry. My image in the mirror grew hazy and all I could see was a huge splodge of brown
paint dotted with orange and navy puddles from my t-shirt and jeans. I can’t breathe. I can’t.
‘Cinch your waist or you can’t be seen,’ it said menacingly. I will burst. It’s too tight, but no…
take a deep breath and hold it in. Always hold it in. ‘If you let it go, they will see. They will see
everything. The stretch marks, the rough patches, everything you want hidden away,’ it tells
me. The fabric of the jeans pulled tightly onto my skin, suppressing it into my “ideal” shape.
“Good”. 
 
The image in the mirror comes to life, banging on the glass that segregated us. I can hear
him. Tears streaming down his face, his world called to me, his shoulders hunched, his back
sloped, his eyes lay in a dark trench of discomfort, the red veins creating crevices through his
iris. Hands shaking profusely, legs bowed to the point of collapse. Frail and gingerly, his skin
sticks to his bones. “He’s thin. Is that who you want me to be? Weak. Delicate. Exhausted,
but thin… OK.”
 
I sit on the table. Laughter and smiles surround me. Buoyancy and optimism combat stillness
and pessimism. A small portion. It’s 7:00 pm—the first meal of the day. Use the smallest
spoon, the smallest plate, the smallest mouthfuls. Laugh it off. ‘Maintain conversation. Keep
their eyes off your plate. If you don’t they’ll suspect something. We don’t want that, do we?’
Each of its words is a veiled dagger dripping with venom. But it was right. Spread the food
across the plate to make it seem as if you’ve eaten enough. ‘What did everyone do today?’ I
looked scornfully at them  as they gorge on the delicacies to their hearts’ content. 
 
“Oliver”
 



 
‘They know.’ The silence grew and the  tension with it, in the stillness that encapsulated me.
The heat around me was trapping me, making me feel claustrophobic. ’Who’s watching me?
Is anyone there? I’m starving.’
 
“Y-y-yes,” I stuttered.
 
“How was your day?”
 
“Good, may I be excused?”
 
“Yes.”
 
‘It’s time,’ it said as it made my head pound. My eyes fluttered and my muscles spasmed, my
hands shaking vigorously. The cold running through my veins, the skin of my palms
contracted and my legs started failing. ‘Come on… go to the fridge,” it ordered me. I
staggered to the refrigerator. Opened it. The colours, the bright colours. ‘What can you eat?’
 
Grab the jar of peanut butter and a handful of chocolates. Screw open the lid. Take a whiff. I
sank to the floor as my hand stuffed into the jar ladling the peanut butter with my bare
fingers. ‘Food’. Unwrapping the melting chocolates, the combination creating a smudge
across my face. 
 
"Creak."
 
‘They know. Who’s there?’ Remove any trace of peanut butter- scrub your hands, your face.
The cold water burning against the heat of my skin. Turn around slowly… ‘Feel the silence of
an empty home’. There’s no one there - ‘Walk away’ it warned, ‘See you tomorrow.'
 
“Time to remove it all,” I instructed myself. “Two fingers. Back of my throat. Dig deeper.”
 
‘‘I’m hideous.’’

-Neel Maheshwari 10B

Art by Lara Agarwal



Unheard Cries

-Jash Bhatia 10A

The doctor stood above her, seemingly out of focus, shining an
excessively bright torch down at her face. Her head spun as she
attempted to escape the steel cage that surrounded her. She tried
to wail but only a squeak escaped her mouth as she thrashed
around in agony. The drug was not yet completely out of her
system. Convulsions racked her body, her fur stood on end, and her
eyes dilated. The door to her cage swung open, and she struggled
to crawl painstakingly towards it, gasping for breath with every inch.
She was roughly dragged out by a pair of large, gloved hands. To
fight against them, she knew, was hopeless. She screamed in terror
as she was held down and the sharp end of a syringe was pushed
into her shaved, exposed belly. What good was she, if not for the
betterment of the human race? After all, she was only an animal.



The Power of Student Protests

When sixteen-year-old Greta Thunberg decided to sit in front of the
Swedish Parliament and protest the apathy that policymakers showed
towards the horrific natural disasters that were taking place in the world
around her instead of attending school one Friday, she sparked the
largest environmental protest in history - The #FridaysForFuture
movement. As she sailed across the Atlantic Ocean to attend the United
Nations climate summit in New York, her passion, fear, and anger, in
response to the careless attitude of authority figures towards the Earth’s
future, created a ripple effect with over 4 million protestors across the
globe gearing up to join her and fight for their planet. This movement, led
by her, has become yet another example of the student protests that
have risen in response to various burning global issues. 
 
As world issues become more glaring, the apathy of policymakers
towards these problems becomes more obvious. The unconventional,
unique, and inspiring solution to this has arisen in the form of student
activism.

 

Source: https://studybreaks.com/culture/



 
 
 
 
From Malala Yousafzai fighting against the Taliban for girls’ right to
education to Emma Gonzalez leading the #MarchForOurLives rallies to
advocate for safer gun laws in the United States, many major campaigns
have been conceptualized, advocated for, and executed by teenage
children.
 
The future of the planet and its ecosystems, laws, and problems lie in our
hands. We are the ones who must face them and live with them. We are
also the ones who have the power to tackle them. Seeing young girls and
boys, who are of the same age as me, standing at international platforms
and advocating for issues that I am passionate about is inspirational to
me. It gives me the courage to believe that our future lies in our hands
and gives me faith that I can make a change if I try. If a sixteen-year-old
missing a day of school and standing outside her parliament can result in
the largest environmental protest in the history of the world, who is to
say what the limits of our powers are? Even the smallest actions can
trigger large, effective responses, and if we can use this butterfly effect to
save our futures, we should do so without thinking!
 
 

-Eesha Bodapati 11 

We are all familiar with the dystopian, young-adult novels about
teenagers leading rebellions against governing bodies. As egregious
issues continue to go ignored, teenagers are the ones advocating fiercely
to turn our world away from the dystopian futures   we are marching
towards. 
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Talent Search!
@eeshabodapati - Eesha Bodapati Grade 11- @eeshabodapati is where I
share my passion for music. I post covers of my favorite Hindi and
English songs. I’ve been singing for most of my life and this account is a
great way for me to share this with others!
 
@allthedressed -Krish Bajaj Grade 11-My name is Krish Bajaj and I am a
fitness blogger. For workouts, and tips and tricks in the gym go check out
my Instagram!
 
@saltyvanillapod- Malvika Murkumbi Grade 9-My blog on Instagram,
called saltyvanillapod, features pictures of treats I bake like cakes,
cookies, pies, cupcakes and more.
 
@twix.up.my.sleeve -Pratham Mehta Grade 12- I have been practicing
and performing card magic and cardistry for nearly 3 years now, and I
use this account to share my talent with the world. I also upload travel
videos and other clips I edit.
 
@imguitaring - Aman Acharya Grade 11 - I'm Aman Acharya from the
11th grade and have been playing the guitar for 8 years. I recently made
an Instagram account and have been posting weekly.
 
@the.twisted.pretzel - Sriya Bodapati Grade 9- A baking account made
by a young and enthusiastic baker, @the.twisted.pretzel on instagram
will be sure to make your mouth water!
 
@rishi._.art - Rishi Kothari Grade 11-  Rishi Kothari communicates his
love for wildlife and fiction through sketches and photos. His timeless
passion for visual art guides his quest for creativity. Go check it out on
Instagram.
 
@inspi.her_story - Preksha Jain Grade 11 - Preksha posts stories of some
powerful, inspirational women of the past and present, from all around
the world, to engender young adults to dream big for our future.



Movie: Chhichhore

Don’t be fooled by the name! This movie teaches us
some very important lessons: take failure in your stride,
provided that you have worked hard.  While the bleak
reality of academic stress is at the centre of
Chhichhore’s narrative, the story revolves around
carefree college and hostel days that shape special,
lifelong bonds. As the protagonist battles for life, his
parents reunite with their friends after decades.
Together, these adults reminisce about their nostalgic,
bittersweet memories, hoping that it will help save a
teenager. The walk down the memory lane of the hostel
corridor is filled with energy, romance, comedy, and a
sporting championship. The movie is a must watch for
any student.

Billie Eilish, the gothic pop queen, is a sensation at
only 17 years old. Her unique sound goes much
deeper than standard pop music. The bass is always
super (like rattle-your-earphones) shaky. Her voice is
full of edge and depth, incomparable to that of Taylor
Swift. Every artist uses their demons to make their
music their own. Eilish definitely released her inner
monsters into her debut album, “WHEN WE ALL FALL
ASLEEP, WHERE DO WE GO?”, in the best way possible.
Her typical style is slightly terrifying, a bit creepy, and
will definitely give you goosebumps, but her music
videos are what really get you thinking. Her music just
slowly grows on you, kind of like a “strange addiction”.
 

Singer: Billie Eilish

Recommendations 



TV Show: The Good Place
For one thing, this feel-good sitcom isn’t even
set in our world, but in a non-denominational
utopian afterlife you might call “Heaven”. The
basic plot features four people and their
otherworldly frenemy as they struggle in an
over-friendly afterlife to define what it means
to be good. The Good Place continues to
work as a light-hearted comedy with drama,
romance, and fantasy, even as it fearlessly
explores weighty philosophical conundrums
and peels back the layers of liberal self-
delusion. This is definitely a must (binge)
watch show!
 

-Preksha Jain 11

Who knows a teenager better than a teenager?
Amazingly, S.E. Hinton was just 19 years old when she
wrote this humanity-steeped story about the
roughneck gang-like “Greasers” and the preppy,
wealthy “Socs.” The novel is narrated from the
perspective of fourteen-year-old Ponyboy, a ‘greaser’
judged for his clothes and hair, but also extremely
intelligent and creative. The narrative is intense, like a
more richly imagined West Side Story set against the
rural backdrop of small-town Oklaoma. It makes the
readers see that at the end of the day, as Ponyboy
says, “We see the same sunset, and that while we are
the ones who create the divides between ourselves,
we can also be the ones to challenge them.”

Book: The Outsiders-S.E. Hilton

Recommendations 
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